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Autumn is the season for harvest.

 

Looking across the field, the crops are ripe and ready for

harvest. There are several brothers and sisters who have

been recently baptised in Jesus’ name. Endlessly thanking God

for these testimonies and whoever will read because those

who sow and harvest will both find joy.

 

What is the feeling when passing the Chinese New Year

(CNY) in Autumn? Photos from the Mandarin congregation

on CNY Dumpling feast show dishes of dumplings which

brings nostalgia and hands representing the love from the

church sisters.

 

Autumn is also a romantic season.

 

A crane flying high to the cloud in the bright sky will inspire

poems and evoke emotions from a poet. In this new issue,

we have poems, Chinese calligraphy and an article from the

Cantonese church camp.

 

This autumn is also a season for farewell of the old and

welcome of the new.

 

Rev. David Tse is leaving CBC after twenty-two years as the

senior pastor of the church and going to a new pasture. We

are reluctant to say goodbye because seeing each other

again may not be easy. However, it is God’s plan that

Anthony Tam can join the pastoral team in this moment. We

can now listen to the words from these two pastors.

 

It is worth reading the church magazine in light of above.
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TWENTY-TWO YEARS 
 



Rev David Tse

Passion for the Lord and His

Church

"While many would think I should start preparing for retirement and would begin to wind
down my church ministries, I believe God is not finished with me yet."
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For my personal journey to Christianity, I believe in the "God of love" or succinctly
put "the love god". It was through my wife that I entered these doors and even
though my belief was perceived rather than perpetuated, I approached it with a
time proven method of one step at a time. It wasn't a hard choice as to love one
needs to be loved, so it was out of convenience that "I believe!" then
appropriately married.
 
That was 2007, it is now 2018 not a long time but not a short time either. My time
here gave me conflicting thoughts initially and even now occasionally, how could I
live like him especially compared to how I live now? Alternatively I would see
others and think to myself, well maybe I'm taking this too seriously. I am a sinner
after all and I'm good at selling even if its to myself, so I would call him when I
needed help and put him aside when he was annoying.

 

 

God works in mysterious ways they say, so it was we had our first child. She was

so much more than I'd ever imagined, certainly my faith grew. Through the

challenges of a young family my work life balance became skewed and so did my

faith as logic took over. During the tougher times my questions or should I say

accusations dithered on why, when and whether. You know they said he works

in mysterious ways, well what do you know when I was furthest away he gave

me my second child. Another girl and this one is fiesty! So it skews it back to a

better balance for me. Now after this long winded observation it is clear to me

that once your on the road to redemption , don't dither back and forth. Those of

you with 3 or more kids, hats off to you!

 

What's more is that if you do not have enough you will find it hard to believe and

when you have plenty the same is also true. You need to have just enough and

over time a resilience starts to form and your faith will strengthen but if your

stubborn the roller-coaster will come for you! He will give you balance and once

you understand this gift you will no longer question, you will no longer need to

choose. Now that I have found this equilibrium I can start this journey through

baptism, some say its maturing of a Christian but for me it's just the beginning.

It's taken a while to find the balance but I wouldn't want it any other way.

 

 

 

To end I'm not sure if this is how the sign up goes as I've heard no callings (maybe I

wasn't listening), no miracles have been bestowed upon me(maybe it's a good

thing), you said to me that I once told you that I was overjoyed knowing that the

Holy spirit works in the background. I couldn't remember it when you told me but

after reflecting over the last few weeks I do remember now and I am thankful for

your guidance and effort. The work is being done is all around me but I fail to

acknowledge it, maybe like the Jews I was waiting for something bigger!

Overlooking the plentifulness I already have!
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There is, unfortunately, even perhaps too many rare moments in our lives when we truly
surrender to ourselves and boldy approach the majesty of the throne of God. Three of

the most distinct ones in my mind is 
1 – when we recognise our shortcomings and our need of a saviour and lord, 

2 – the affirmation of our identity in Christ and, 
3 – when we whole-heartedly give God the honour due his name. All three have one

thing in common – ATTITUDE. Attitude before a very big God. But the question
remains: 

Should this be the norm? 
If intimate worship is an activity that leaves the worshipper drawing ever closer to our

God, then why are they so far and in between? 
Perhaps the weekly Sunday worship fills that void, but God is so much more worthy and

deserving than just a weekly ‘visitation’.
 

 

‘Worship Night – Songs From The City’ was an expression of the heartfelt longing to
experience the enriching power of intimacy with the eternal God. 

That intimacy manifested itself through the songs and choruses that we fervently
declared as boldly proclaimed truth, all the way to the staging of a light display that

looked like we were floating among stars, ever reminding us that we were designed to
join creation with the purpose of magnifying the One, True, Living God (Romans 1).



W O R S H I P  N I G H T

At least 120 of us gathered together in the Sanctuary, hearts prepared to sing it with all our hearts
to magnify the name, Jesus. Pews had been pushed as far back than ever before, opening up the

floor space in the centre to the people. 
Worshippers were met with lamps in stage and fairy lights scattered all over the room, with the

anticipation of a powerful evening with the Almighty. 
There was no way to separate the emotion that was in people’s eyes as they sang in hope and in

faith. God was moving in our midst, 
as He has always been.

 

Old songs were sung as were new songs. Earlier in the year, new songs were prophesied to be
written and so it was. The Spirit enabled the composition of new worship songs that were taught

and sung in the heart of city once again.
 

‘Treasure Of My Life (I Want More Of You)’

by James Ho 
 

was written to instil the cry for all of the congregation to return to our true love and to surrender
our whole hearts to Jesus. One chorus instils the heart of the night:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Worship Night not only brought us closer to the heart of God, but it also brought our
congregation’s hearts closer to each other as Family. One voice can echo a small room, but many

voices in unison can shine a light beyond the four walls of the church that will reach a harvest in a
city that so desperately needs to come into God’s light.

 

 

Many thanks go to those who helped make the night possible.

 

“Set our hearts on fire
Awake in me desire

A passion for you name
I worship You”

“Set our hearts on fire
Awake in me desire

A passion for you name
I worship You”
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WE CAN MAKE
OUR PLANS,

BUT THE LORD
DETERMINES

OUR STEPS

PROVERBS 16:9



REBECCA
LIANG



People may
plan all kinds
of things, but
the Lord's will
is going to be
done
 
Proverbs 19:21
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It only seemed by the blink of an eye
Twenty-two years flitted so quickly by
Like yesterday you came with young in tow
Two decades of toil into history flow. 
 
You worked day and night for those in your care
 Pre-dawn call-outs when no-one else is there
Thankless it may seem, unnoticed it goes
Yet our Father in Heaven your works knows. 
 
You hosted many meals in your own home
You saw children come into the world 
You baptised many through the watery place
You sent off saints as they left this plane. 
 
Your earnest counsel to countless couples
Your heart-felt pleas to the desperate suicidal
Those moments life-long connections were forged
Dark nights when broken relationships scourged

Endless meetings over minutia
Countless hours putting sermons together
The wall of books that kept you company
All part of the two-decade legacy
 
Twenty-two years you sought to see us grow
Twenty-two years you prayed to see us go
Twenty-two years you preached so faithfully
Twenty-two years you saw changes gradually. 
 
Now you've been called to a new assignment
A new adventure, a new alignment
Like a book at the close of a chapter
Central Baptist, end of an era. 
 
For God's guidance and blessing and grace we pray
As you step out to show others the way
Take this present as a mark of our love
Onwards and upwards to our Father above.

K A R E N  L E E



2 CORINTHIANS 5:7
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Sunday Service 

9am Cantonese Service 
9am Mandarin Service 

11am International Service 
4.30 pm Cantonese Service 

 


